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The University of Tennessee's Nuclear Engineering dstsrsaerrt:, in cooperation with

the Tenriessee Valley Authority (TVA) , is evaluating the feasibility of utilizing

an expert system to aid in 10CFR50.59 evaluations. This paper discusses the

history of 1XFR50.59 reviews, and details the ieveloproent approach used in the

construction cf a prototype Safety Review Ad\'isor (SRA).

The goals for this ejqpert system protot̂ 'pe are to 1) aid the engineer in the

evaluation process by directing his attention to the appropriate critical issues,

2) increase the efficiency, consistency, and thoroughness of the evaJuation

process, and 2) provide a foundation of appropriate Safety Analysis Report (SAR)

references for the reviewer.
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AND BACKGROUND

In 1959, the Atonic Energy Ccraussion (AEC), the predecessor to today's Nuclear

Regulatory Ccnsnission (NRC), issued its first operating lioense, No. DFR-l, to

the Vallecitos Boiling Water Reactcr. As issued, the license required that

General Electric (GE), the owners and operators, submit for ABC approval, every

modification and test or experiment not explicitly approved in the Licensing

Documents. These submittals would require AEC approval prior to their

implementation. To support the experimental program of the Vallec_tos project,

GE had to submit several filings a month to the AEC. This arrangement was

unacceptable to both the Atomic Energy Oxzmssion and General Electric [6],

In 1960, GE askeri for, and received a reconsideration of these requirements. GE

and the AEC then drafted a new agreement. After formal ABC review, the new

agreement was iggmri as an amendment to DFR-1 on a memorandum and order dated 2

November, 1960. The amendment clearly stated that GE had complete freedom to

make changes within the parameters of the technical specifications, provided that

no unresolved safety question was involved.

Recognizing the widespread applicability of this approach to regulating changes

to licensed facilities, the AEC issued proposed rule 10CFR50.59. The purpose of

this new rule was to define the extent to which the licensee could make changes,

and perfcra tests or experiments that were not specifically allowed for in the

operating license. Four months after it was proposed, Title 10 of the Cod* of

Federal Regulations part SO section 59 (10CFR50.59) became effective on August

9, 19S2.

Today, all licensed nuclear facilities are subject to 10CTR50.59. This

regulation is valuable both to the licensees and to the NRC. For the

owners/operators, it allows the freedom to operate and control their facility.

The NRC finds the regulation valuable because it maintains the original licensing

basis of the facility. Nevertheless, the implementation of this regulation has

caused a great deal of confusion, both with the licensees and the NRC [6]. The

difficulty canes in the interpretation of the rfnmiww^ and the isplenentatlon of

its requirements.



Specifically, iOCFRSO.59 perants the licensee ta make changes to the facility or

procedures, and to conduct tests cr experiments without prior NRC approval

provided that the change, test, cr expcrnaent nieets certain criteria. These

criteria are:

1) Tfoe proposed activity must not involve a change in the technical
specifications and,

2) The proposed activity must not involve an unreviewed safety question.

The first of these two criteria is rather straight forward and redundant since

NRC approval is required for all technical specification changes. The difficulty

cares in the vnterpreuaticn of the second. The definition of an "unreviewed

safety question" provided by the NRC in 10CFR50.59 is stated as follows:

10CFR50.59 (2)

A proposed change, test, or experiment shall be dormi to involve an
unreviewed safety question if;

i) the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the Safety Analysis
Report nay be increased or,

ii) a possibility for an accident or malfunction of a
different rype than any evaluated previously in the
safety analysis report nay be created or,

iii) the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
technical specification is reduced [2].

An engineer attempting to evaluate a prmjubed modification, test or experiment

oust first determine several cither Issues. Questions like

1) What equipment is "important, to safety"?

2) What is the Safety Analysis Report?

3) What is meant by "evaluated previously in the safety analysis
report"?

4) What is a "margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
technical specification"?



roust be answered before the engineer nay proceed [6]. Tire answers to these

questions will differ depending on the facility and utility to which they are

addressed. For example, the SAR is a broad term that can refer to an entire

group of documents that ware submitted to the NRC for approval. it usually

includes the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), the technical specifications,

and the basis for the technical specifications, but it can also include design

bases and design criteria documents. The SAR also includes all conmrDnents

documented in a Safety Evaluation Report (SER). The SER is a rinrmiwnt written by

the NRC to support the issuance of the operating license and is based on

information provided in the SAR.

Tne deterairaticn of whether an unresolved safety question (USQ) is created by a

proposed mcdifi ziticn is prcca ly the rest difficult of all the i?fay* to

resolve. The first step is the appropriate application of the criteria. Only

those changes and test or experiments that affect the licensing bases of the

facility should be subject ad to the USQ criteria. Regardless of the safety

î gipg that nay be raised by the proposed change, test or experiment, if that

activity does not affect the licensing bases of the facility then it cannot be an

USQ [6]. Tne difficulty is in determining if the change, tast or experiment

being evaluated ispacts the scope of the SAR and thus the licensing bases.

A successful application of the 10CFR50.59 criteria to a proposed change, test or

experiment requires that; the individual performing the review be knowledgeable of

the licensing documents associated with the particular facility, as well as the

facility and all its safety related systems. This requires an amnunt of

expertise that usually precludes any one individual from being knowledgeable in

all areas. Thus in most cases, the engineer performing the review most interface

with several other system engineers to properly evaluate the ntupubed activity.

If a 10CFR50.59 evaluation is done improperly, the results can be very serious.

Aside from fines that could be inposed, there is a potential for the creation of

a real threat to the safety and health of the public that could go undetected.

A case in point, occurred at the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. An examination of ths

plant's design baseline identified a number of essential calculations that had

been rendered invalid as a result of plant modifications. While reviews were



performed en the Engineering Change Notices (Eds) ^sc/-y"^a'('ort with these changes,

then- potential impact upon certain calculations was not recognized. To prevent.

recurrence of this condition, a root cause analysis was perforaed. This analysis

concluded that the large number and diversity of the calculations involved

preclude any one engineer from being knowledgeable of the content of then all

[1]. It was also concluded that, even if someone could be knowledgeable about

the content of all calculations, there would still be a considerable variability

to how engineering judgment would be exercised in safety reviews performed far

similar modifications. This second finding expanded the task of defining

corrective action froa one of providing better maintenance of the calculations,

to the broader purpose of providing a mechanism to help the engineer perfonn

comprehensive and consistent safety reviews.

Analysis of the need in this broader context quickly revealed that possible plant

iredificaticns were so very diverse in nature and involve- so many possible

influences upon safety, that they exceeded che scope of knowledge of any single

individual. For years, checklists were used to guide reviewers through thair

consideration of a proposed modification. Unfortunately, all determining factors

cannot be meaningfully represented using a chock list.

AFFTOACH

The nature of safety reviews requires that individuals performing tnaa*

evaluations be knowledgeable in many areas of engineering. Evaiuators oust be

familiar not only with licensing documents, but *I«Q with the facility, and

specifically with safety related systems, dearly, the »"»•"" of information to

be process*! is considerable. Hence, an expert system can significantly assist

in the preparation of these reviews.

An expert system is an application program that attxspts to wipiir: human judgment

by applying substantial knowledge of specific areas of expertise to solve finite,

well-defined problems. By capturing in milliter ryyie the expertise of highly



qualified individuals, problems which reside in the sane domain can be solved by

repetitively applying the same knowledge.

An expert system typically consists of two components, an inference engine and a

knowledge base. The inference engine gathers information, conducts searches, and

draws inferences based on the strategy programmed into it. Cnce conclusions have

been secured, recommendations are presented along with explanations on the bases

for the conclusions.

The knowledge base of an expert systent contains the expertise - collected from

experts, books and publications - used in providing advice under a variety of

conditions. This expertise describes a methodology for solving a problem as a

human expert would solve it. The knowledge is encoded using rules, frames, or

other techniques for knowledge representation and is manipulated by the inference

engine to provide advice and recommendations.

There are some benefits to be obtained from the use of expert systems. One of

the pressing and rest significant problems in decision making is the fact that an

expert cannot be available at all sites at all times. Expert systems make it

possible to deliver expertise to remote locations where experts are not always

available. It is also apparent that aside from providing advice, expert systems

became repositories for undocumented knowledge which could otherwise be last

through retirement.

Another obvious advantage is that expert systems do not get tired or careless as

the work load increases. In the environment of a nuclear power plant, people are

sometimes affected by emotions, btrtfes, and other factors which could influence

the quality of their work. Qqpert systems can contribute to the enhancement of

plant safety by eliminating some of the uncertainty and guess work from personnel

decisions [3]. Expert systems can provide expert advice and rapid access to

databases and other vital information.

The basic difference

expert systems and conventional computer programs is that expert

manipulate knowledge while conventional [unji^ms manipulate data [5]. In a



conventional amjutpr language, instructions to be executed are presented

sequentially and are highly interconnected. Ihere is an algorithm to be

followed, and execution of the program implies a logic flow from one instruction

to the next as presented in the code sequence. The expert system style of

programming has fundamentally changed the way we give instructions to the

computer and how the machine executes those instructions. Instructions are

logically connected - not sequentially - and as long as there is a logical link

between the input and the conclusions, the inference engine will eventually

arrive at a result.

The separation of knowledge and inference techniques in an expert system

simplifies greatly the task of updating knowledge bases. Since knowledge is

structured independently, it remains distinct and legible and may be deleted,

changed or included in a system without extensive logic redesign. In

conventional computer programs, in contrast, the knowledge is interwoven with the

program logic and structure, and changes are bound to disturb the behavior of the

program.

An expert systen contains a degree of self-awareness or self-knowledge that

allows it to reason about its own operations. This self-knowledge gives an

expert system the ability to provide explanations on its decisions and to

generate status determination information.

Expert systems also have the ability to manipulate uncertain, or fuzzy data.

When the data in the knowledge base is specific and precise, eaqaert systans give

results that are unambiguous. However, when information is not pncisa,

incomplete, missing or conflicting, expert systems can still reach a rational

conclusion or solution through the use of confidence factors. Tinder

conditions, an expert systen will give the "most probable" solution or the

solution, but not necessarily the oatitact solution [3]. Qtperts are

forced to make subjective evaluations. Such subjectivity nay ba easily

incorporated into an expert systen using confidence factors.

Applications of Bmert Systems. The impact of the technology of expert system

has been felt in many areas of science, education, and industry. In the last ten



years, development efforts have resulted in the implementation of a great

number of applications now operational, or in the prototype stage. In the

""Hoar industry, there are many areas in which expert systems could make

significant contriJbtitions. Expert systems are foreseen as providing promising

solutions for problems in personnel training, plant management and safety

evaluation.

The ability of expert systems to generate status determination information and to

provide explanations en the bases of their conclusions, can be used in the

training of personnel [4]. Additicnal benefits are to be gained from the design

and implementation cf the system itself, which will force th& development and

documentation of decision making policies.

In the management and operation of nuclear power plants, expert systems can

contribute as expert assistants to the operators, as monituring and validating

systems for sensor data, and as on-line access system for performance and safety

data. Obviously, the robustness and completeness of the systems to be developed

is of critical concern.

Review Arhriyrr

The Safety Review Advisor is an expert system to aid in 10CTO50.59 evaluations.

In building the SBk, we attempted to emulate the thought process of a reviewar.

To accomplish this, the expert system must ask some questions that the engineer

vauld address automatically. For example, the engineer evaluating the propoeed

activity must first determine whether the activity is a change, or a test or

experiment and then apply the appropriate criteria.

Once this distinction has been made, the engineer begins to evaluate the

laxjlKsed activity in greater detail. If the proposed activity is a change, the

engineer must determine whether the change will affect only the facility or will

also require a change to a procedure. However, both possibilities must be

evaluated since either could require NRC approval prior to implementation.



Figure i shews the block diagram of the logic used in cur approach to solving the

problem. Since our efforts are presently directed towards the construction of a

proof of principle prototype, the SRA deals exclusively with changes to the

facility. Specifically, the prototype addresses changes directly affecting the

Standby Power system of the Sequoyah Nuclear facility. Figure 2 shows the block

diagram of the prototype under construction.

A full scale system, as depicted in figure 1, would address changes to both the

facility and procedures, as well as the possible effects of pinjubed tests e?

experiments, our choice of which branch to model was baseri an conversations with

TVA personnel. They indicated that the majority of their evaluations, and the

ones with the most potential impact on safety, were performed on proposed changes

to the facility. The Standby Power system was chosen because it has very few

interfaces with ether systems. The few number of interfaces allowed for a more

rapid development of the prototype.

To evaluate a proposed change to a facility, an engineer must determine which of

the safety related system or systems would be directly affected by the change.

The engineer must also determine the possible effects the change would have en

other systems that interface with it.

cur prototype takes a similar approach. The SRA first determines the system on

which the proposed change will be perfonned. The evaluator selects the

appropriate system from a list of plant systsns. A full scale version of this

system would allow the engineer to choose more than one of the systems listed.

Proposed modifications may directly affect several systems. The prototype on the

other hand, only allows the selection of the Standby Power system.

The SRA then attempts to narrow the scope of attention by inquiring on the

subsystem that the modification will affect. In the Standby Power system there

are two major subsystems. These are the Bnergency standby AC Power Supply and

the vital DC Power Supply. The reviewer must then ealact one of the two. Oncm

the appropriate subsystem is chosen, the SRA must determine which components or

sets of components will be affected by the modification. Each inquiry presents a

different list of choices based en the reviewer's input.
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After the prototype sufficiently narrows the focus to a particular component or

group of components, the system responds with the appropriate information. This

information includes design criteria references, SAR references, and other

critical information ("rules of thumb") relevant to the i»m>.mmL. Far instance,

if the reviewer were evaluating the possible modification of the diesel

generator's heat exchanger, the prototype would list all the appropriate SAR

references that atiriress the heat exchanger. The SRA would provide the

appropriate requirements set forth in the design criteria and design basis

documents, and it would also provide rules of thumb used by the diesel generator

experts in evaluating the performance of the component (such as "only 15* of the

tubes in the heat exchanger nay be plugged without affecting its heat removal

requirements") . Tne SRA would also make a recommendation regarding the necessity

of performing a sxfety Evaluation based on the reviewer's response.

Determining if a full scale safety evaluation is required is not the SRA's mast

ijtportant contribution. The biggest benefits are to be drawn frcm the collection

of information presented to the evaluator. This information contains not only

the expertise of several experts, but aim licensing daojiimnt references which

could be very helpful in the documentation of the review.

TVA, like many other utilities, has designated engineers to perform Safety

Evaluations. Easy access to information about each system and their major

components, would significantly reduce the research timp required to perform the

evaluations. It would also help alleviate the concerns about inconsistency in

the performance of safety evaluations.

STKTOS

Development of the SRA began in January 1989 and it is apFr"v"i™l'>'«»1y one third

complete. The current version of the system was r^riert jn Texas Instrumvits1 PC

Plus following a modular design plan. Eventually each module of the SRA will

» H H T O « a different plant system. Interconnections among systems are also

included in the design. Once completed, the SRA will be capable of addressing

all modifications to Sequoyah's standby Power system.



The feasibility cf incorporating simplified plant system factvmnticn into the

prototype is being explored. Development, to date has indicated that this

capability will be a necessity for implementation of a large scale system.

RBOOMEKnKEICKS

If the system is to be expanded, it would be advisable to transport the system to

a more powerful expert system environment or to code the SKA dixdcrly in a

programming language. The size of a full-scale system is assured to cause a

significant increase in the time required to run a consultation under PC Plus.

One of the major issues of a full sized expert system would be its ability to

incorporate CAD drawings of plant systems and schematics. In a large system this

capability will be almost mandatory. Garments from TVA personnel who reviewed

the system indicate that there is a problem with consistent terminology. What

the system engineer calls a 15 gpra pump, the engineer performing the review calls

a fuel transfer pump. Both individuals are e m m e t because on two different

drawings different names are given to the same pump. Unless CAD drawings are

incorporated in a full scale system, this problem will be aggravated.

The prototype Safety Review Advisor under development v 11 address

modifications to the Standby Power system. The piululype is not a cure far all

the woes that beset the engineer attempting to evaluate a proposed modification.

It cannot address all passible changes, tests or experiments. The best that can

be hoped for with the technology at hand is to develop an aid for the engineer to

help him perform the evaluations more thoroughly, consistently and efficiently.

If the SRA were to be developed on a full scale, the issue of the engineer's

dependency on the system would have to be addressed. The piutxieype is designed

strictly as a tool to assist engineers in performing the evaluations. As with

any other tool, the old adage " you need to be smarter than the machine you are

trying to operate " still applies. There is canuem that such a system would



create complacency in the engineer. An engineer using an expert system must

always be aware of the boundaries and limits of such a system. The goal of the

system is to direct the reviewer's attention to potential areas of concern, not

to perform the evaluation.
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